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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0220368A2] 1. Method for the automatic sewing of quilted patterns on fabric webs, in particular ticking for quilt beds, by quilting the
pattern during and with the aid of a freely programmable relative movement of an automatic sewing machine on a fabric web, whereby the sewing
head thereof, performing program-controlled movements while the fabric web is temporarily held tight, quilts a field of the fabric web which is limited
with respect to length and width in one operating step in each case while moving back and forth, and the fabric web is transported further in the
longitudinal direction cyclically by one field in the sewing area each time after each operating step, and the fabric web is transported through or
across the sewing area at least once each time both in the longitudinal direction and also if necessary in the opposite direction using mechanical
means, at least two automatic sewing machines are used for quilting the pattern, which machines can be moved laterally outwards out of the sewing
area, that is, out of the area covered by the fabric web, and which are guided, able to be moved independently of each other, in the longitudinal
(X) and transverse directions (Y) using freely programmable drive controls, with the foot of a sewing head being guided slidingly over the fabric
web without pressure during sewing, whereas it is raised from the fabric web during the further transportation thereof, during quilting while at a
standstill and optionally also during an advance movement the fabric web or the edge regions thereof are stretched or flattened, preferably close to
the automatic sewing machines, outwards transversely to the direction of the advance of the fabric, whereby means which have a pulling or flattening
action on the edge regions are used for this purpose, the fabric web is held tight in each case directly in the region of a sewing head close to the
presser feet of the sewing heads by means of flat grippers, and the fabric web or the edges thereof is pressed against the support on the left and
right at a short distance in front of each sewing head using pressing means when the sewing heads are brought into the sewing area.
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